
Demand for digitalization comes from all ends of an organization and is changing the way 
technology decisions have traditionally been made. There are outside factors and business unit 
influences that a�ect how technology is consumed, internally; just as a downed network a�ects an 
entire organization, a dysfunctional integration between a CRM and an email automation platform 
a�ects productivity, and degradation of phone and voice services a�ects the customer experience.
Ultimately, these a�ictions lead to loss in revenue.  

Addressing all stakeholders at the buying table  

The Mindset of the New IT Buyer 

As more companies migrate their infrastructures to the 
cloud and adopt software-as-a-service models, 
decisions surrounding data transportation, 
collaboration, and access are now involving the full 
executive team in the decision-making process; 
therefore, it’s imperative to speak the stakeholders’ 
language to get them on-board with your proposed 
solution, invested in the purchase and become a 
champion on your behalf.

Technology purchases no longer sit solely with IT; it’s 
marketing, business intelligence, sales and even HR 
that often hold the proverbial purse strings. To address 
executive level priorities – identifying new revenue 
streams, automation, customer and employee 
satisfaction and overall growth, – we’re breaking down 
key considerations from all potential decision makers to 
help you engage in a conversation around business 
outcomes, clearly understand how proposed solutions 
can further respective agendas, and deliver on overall 
company goals.



The CEO is critical in any transformative business decision and digital 
transformation is no di�erent; it can alter an organization at its core, 
changing its approach to sales and marketing operations as well as 
modernizing legacy business processes. CEOs who want to e�ectively 
lead their companies through that transformation are adopting a 
management style that promotes the culture needed to transition to a 
digital landscape. 

Some CEOs, like Daniel Gilbert, cofounder of Quicken Loans, serve as the 
public face of their company’s digital-transformation program. Gilbert was 
the primary evangelist for Quicken’s Rocket Mortgage initiative, touting it 
as the “mortgage industry’s iPhone moment.” E�ective digital 
transformation requires a CEO who is not only technically competent, but 
also one who embraces and advocates for cultural change. Digitally savvy 
CEOs are aligning people, process, and culture to achieve both short and 
long-term goals. To support growth strategy, they are hyper-aware of 
profitability and disruption.

C HAL L ENG E S

 • Growth

 • Profitability improvement

 • Financial priorities – costs and risk 
  management

 • Corporate structure

 • IT purchases and cost 
  management/control

 • Talent management and digital- 
  savvy C-level employees

 • Easily pinpoint and prioritize 
  problems across the organization

 • Cybersecurity

Other relevant stakeholders/titles:
 •  Executive Vice President of Operations  
 •  Vice President of Operations  
 •  Director of Operations

Chief Executive Officer (CEO)

Once viewed as exclusively operationally focused, the role of COO now 
requires visionary insight and the ability to both read and act on external 
forces while simultaneously pursuing greater internal e�ciencies.

COOs today have a clear opportunity to help define the strategy that 
establishes the organization’s purpose as well as taking the lead in 
implementing it. Commonly responsible for directing multiple departments, 
COO’s must possess exceptionally strong leadership skills, a variety of 
expertise — from operations to sales and marketing — and be extremely 
resourceful problem solvers.

No longer singularly focused on internal issues, COOs must now also 
partner with both sales and marketing to develop a deep understanding of 
customers’ ever-evolving needs and ensure the organization can not only 
fulfill but exceed customer expectations while still monetizing the 
delivery both e�ciently and profitably. 

The focus of today’s COO is in building trust with internal stakeholders 
throughout the business as well as partners, suppliers and customers, 
assuring the infrastructure and processes exist to consistently deliver an 
exceptional customer experience.

C HAL L ENG E S

 • Productivity

 • E�cient operational strategies 
  and processes 

 • Automation

 • Exceptional customer experience

 • Integration across systems 
  and teams

 • Cross-departmental collaboration, 
  communication and transparency 

 • Adding value and insight across 
  departments

Chief Operating Officer (COO)



IDC predicts that between 2018 and 2021, organizations worldwide will 
spend nearly $6 trillion on digital transformation initiatives. For CFOs, it 
will mean that sizable budget requests will come across their desks. The 
two most important questions for these executives are likely to be 
identifying which funding requests deserve priority as well as 
determining the amount of the investment and potential ROI.

The role of digital investment discerner, then, is possibly one of the most 
important roles for a CFO to play in an organizations’ digital 
transformation journey. CFOs, with their counterparts in strategy and 
technology typically play a major role in determining which models may 
be economically viable for their firms both now and in the future.

The CFO of the future will become a full-fledged business partner, 
playing a pivotal role in running the company. Emerging technologies – 
finance technologies in particular – will generate colossal amounts of 
data, even more than they are doing today, and CFOs will need to be both 
business and technology savvy to make the strategic recommendations 
the business needs.

CFOs are becoming increasingly influential over IT services spending in 
Europe and North America, according to the latest research from 
Forrester.

C HAL L ENG E S

 • Risk management

 • Advanced analytics to provide 
  real-time, data-enabled 
  decision support

 • Personnel/satisfaction of each 
  department

 • Long term impact/forecast/ROI

 • Overhead costs

 • Automating previously manual 
  work (e�ciency)

 • Compliance (SOX, etc.)

 • Data visualization

Chief Financial Officer (CFO) 

The CRO was born in Silicon Valley to capitalize on new revenue 
opportunities created by digital products and services — particularly the 
software-as-a-service (SaaS) industry. Unlike the strictly financial 
activities of CFOs, the CRO oversees teams, technologies and programs 
that drive or retain revenue. 

The CRO is responsible for creating integration and alignment amongst all 
revenue-related functions, including sales, marketing, pricing, customer 
support and revenue management. They must also be adept at monetizing 
the burgeoning digital marketing landscape; great CROs can harness the 
power of data to drive and adapt go-to-market strategies and tactics that 
will propel profitable growth. 

C HAL L ENG E S

 • Customer experience, loyalty and 
  retention

 • Productivity and e�ciency

 • Automation, eliminating mundane 
  administrative tasks to databases

 • Integration across systems and 
  teams

 • Sales/marketing alignment and 
  enablement

 • Cross-departmental collaboration, 
  communication and transparency 

 • Market di�erentiator 

 • Adding value and insight across 
  departments

Chief Revenue Officer (CRO)



Pending the type of company, there might be a Chief Executive O�cer 
responsible for setting the company’s strategy along with other top 
management, but often there are others with a C title that share in 
strategy building not just execution. Like the CEO, a Chief Strategy 
O�cer is typically dedicated to the long-term growth and wellness of 
the company as well as sustainability and profitability. Research 
indicates that CSO’s should have a 360-degree, independent view of the 
company, whereas counterparts like the CMO, COO, and CFO often have a 
singular focus on the departments they oversee directly. 

Similarly, both the Chief Innovation O�cer (CIO) and Chief Experience 
O�cer (CXO) are focused on creating new and positive interactions with 
customers. When it comes to cloud contact center sales, for example, a 
CXO is exactly who you want to position yourself with; they are the 
epicenter of customer service and working to drive revenue with 
interactions between customers and employees alike. This title is also 
known as the Customer Experience O�cer — well known in retail and 
entertainment industries or the Chief Activity O�cer — well known in 
healthcare and travel. The CXO is responsible for culture, consistency, 
transparency, and profitability.

The Chief Innovation O�cer (CIO) is responsible for change 
management, creating new organizational capabilities – including 
technology purchases and hiring people – and driving new growth 
opportunities for the company by managing the launch of new products 
and services. They are focused on top-line growth and care very much 
about the timing and scalability of initiatives.

C HAL L ENG E S

 • Defined goals/ and company 
  responsibilities

 • Quantifying value from their 
  initiatives

 • Creating successful strategies

 • Internal transparency and 
  communication 

 • Mitigating disruption with 
  long-term planning

 • Scalability and flexibility;  
  reactionary vs. proactive

 • Being viewed as a catch-all vs. 
  a strategist

 • Autonomy 

 • Conflicting priorities with other  
  C-Suite executives

The Chief (Experience/Strategy/Innovation) 
Officer (CXO, CSO, CIO)



Chief Marketing Officer (CMO)

One of the more interesting stakeholders now at the IT purchasing table 
is the CMO, or head of marketing. Today’s CMO vastly di�ers than what 
they were even a few years ago. This person has their hands in almost 
all lines of business and drives the brand. The CMO contributes to 
company strategy and uses analytics to dictate programs. They often 
act as the CTO due to being well-versed in all the systems and 
integrations that allow them to better inform strategy, improve on the 
customer experience, and handle omnichannel touchpoints.

A recent Gartner survey revealed that the majority of CMOs within both 
North American and UK companies believe their marketing budgets will 
increase in 2020. Despite whispers of recession, the CMO is mostly 
optimistic in the types of tools and solutions they need to analyze 
when looking at consumer spending, marketing performance history, 
and upcoming strategy. The Gartner analyst said, “CMOs are not CFOs. 
So, it’s not surprising that they don’t naturally gravitate toward 
indicators like GDP or share price movements. But CMOs are the de facto 
“owner” of the customer, and a bellwether for culture and zeitgeist 
within the enterprise…CMOs must cast their gaze further afield to 
ensure that budget challenges don’t happen to them.”
 
Heads of marketing make significant e�orts to align their salesforce and 
front-line employees to understand and meet customer needs. Large 
investments are made in automation and tools to reduce manual time 
spent toward achieving these goals; these investments also allow for 
the marketing department to make data-driven decisions. 

C HAL L ENG E S

 • Customer experience, loyalty and 
  retention

 • Personalization/customization 

 • Proving ROI from marketing 
  activities; data visualization

 • Data quality for segmentation and  
  audience targeting

 • Scaling their teams

 • E�ectively engaging both  
  customers and workforce 

 • Productivity-focused; systems 
  that are easy to deploy

 • Automation; eliminating mundane 
  administrative tasks to databases

 • Integration across systems 
  (CRM, LMS, ERP, email automation, 
  TCMA, etc.)

 • Tracking campaign analytics

 • Sales/marketing alignment and 
  enablement

 • Internal collaboration, 
  communication and transparency 

 • Compliance/communication 
  regulations

Nearly one-third of CMO budgets are allocated 
to marketing technology; 
mail marketing platforms, 

web content management tools, 
and digital marketing analytics platforms 

are topping the priority list.

 – Gartner 2018 Marketing Technology Survey
 



One of the many roles of the CIO is to provide an executive-level 
interface between the technology department and the rest of the 
business. As a C-level executive, the CIO sets the IT strategy and 
ensures that it is in-line with the overall business strategy. In many 
businesses, IT strategy can be the primary driver of the business 
strategy, meaning the CIO needs be able to understand the overarching 
business requirements and which to prioritize with technology. Another 
big role for the CIO is building and maintaining an e�ective and 
motivated IT team.

The CTO, on the other hand, is one of the least understood and most 
broadly defined roles of the C-suite. They are often tasked with 
pursuing numerous, more abstract objectives such as identifying 
emerging technologies, driving innovation or simply managing IT 
operations. 

There is, however, numerous blurred lines between the two roles. For 
example, a CIO might identify how an application developed in-house 
could be sold to external customers as well as overseeing the strategic 
planning. Similarly, a CTO could also help to manage internal IT 
operations. 

When all is said and done, the CIO both runs and keeps the IT 
Department up to date. Although they would likely prefer to spend less 
time on day-to-day processes, most CIOs still need to oversee their 
team to ensure systems and services remain up and running as well as 
to stay abreast of current technology trends. That isn’t to say that they 
don’t spend a lot of time outside of their department, however. CIOs are 
becoming increasingly reliant upon a team of trusted managers and 
sta� to help manage key areas; they often have a large team that 
manages areas such as IT security, procurement, maintenance, 
integration, development, support, account management and business 
development. 

And, contrary to the belief that CIOs are primarily focused on 
leading-edge technologies, the reality is that IT leaders are spending 
more time and budget trying to exploit technologies that are only now 
reaching the tipping point, such as big data analytics and cloud 
computing. That’s not to say they aren’t interested; CIOs are keeping 
watchful eyes on current trends like VR, AI and IoT to understand how 
they might impact their departments in the near future. 

C HAL L ENG E S

 • Skilled talent/recruitment

 • Technology roadmapping

 • Performance optimization

 • Scalability and reliability

 • Metrics

 • Sourcing

 • Business continuity

 • Tech debt shared 
  responsibilities/reduction e�orts

 • Managing and maintaining IT 
  operations including: 
   > IT service management
   > Vendor management
   > Shared services
   > Data centers,    
   > Telecommunications 
   > Security

 • Integrations and interoperability

 • Customer employee experience

 • Data centralization/
  comprehensive views of all data

 • Digital business services

 • Driving innovation and relevance 
  of IT

Chief Information Officer (CIO) / 
Chief Technology Officer (CTO)

Other relevant stakeholders/titles:
 •  Chief of Digital (COD) 
 • VP of Technology
 • Head of Technology
 • IT Director
 • Network Engineer
 • Data Engineer/Head of Business Analysis
 • Head of Systems
 • IT Manager



Perhaps unexpected, the HR leader can be a key player in technology 
purchases and cloud technology (think Workday, ADP, Lattice, Concur, 
Zenefits, etc).  Additionally, they need to conduct employee surveys and 
help facilitate townhalls with leadership. This requires the use or 
purchase of non-HR software like SoGo surveys, meetings/conferencing 
solutions as well as the latest and most up-to-date HR technologies and 
software, such as AI-driven technologies to automate communication 
between HR and employees.

The future of HR software is already here. Automation tools such as 
biometric time and attendance systems can ensure accuracy in reporting 
employee hours and reduce the instances of fraud with high-level 
tracking. The above-mentioned AI technologies also help automate 
communications, and can include machine learning-led recruitment 
solutions.

HR is increasingly being called upon to work with other departments; 
while they’ve always shared duties with the payroll department, they 
may now have to share information and resources with the legal 
department, executives, and team leaders, for example.
 
The right integrated management systems can help make sharing easier 
and ensure every department has the information they need to get their 
jobs done while maintaining the integrity of the data and the privacy of 
employees. For companies looking to build a corporate community, track 
employee activity, and increase engagement and productivity, this type 
of technological integration is essential.

C HAL L ENG E S

 • Positive employee experience;  
  employee satisfaction/retention

 • Automation, migration and cloud 
  adoption (old HR systems to 
  cloud) 

 • Employee/ behavior monitoring

 • Employee records/file 
  management

 • Security and compliance

 • Internal communications, 
  transparency

 • Performance management

 • Engagement platforms and 
  measurement

 • Talent recruitment

 • Preparation for departure 

HR Officer/HR Leader 



Other relevant stakeholders/titles:
 • Director of Sales
 • Director of Business Development 
 • Sales Manager
 • Sales Administrator/Sales Enablement Manager

Often part of the equation as it relates to traditional IT spend (e.g. 
physical computers for sales employees, phone systems, CRM upgrades, 
etc.), the head(s) of sales are often very vocal about the tools and 
resources front-line employees have at their disposal. When it comes to 
digital transformation, though, the conversation shifts from operational 
IT budgets—upgrading, replacing or enhancing what already exists — to 
wholly developing what’s next or brand new. 

These types of innovation discussions should always include the heads 
of sales as they have the “boots on the ground” anecdotes to aid in the 
development of mobile apps, APIs and integrations, as well as insights 
about what new software might make it easier to do business.

The growing abilities of analytical and administrative tools aimed at 
reducing the amount of manual work a sales department must manage 
also translates into building a team that has deeply rooted in technology 
skills and quantitative aptitude in addition to solid business acumen.

C HAL L ENG E S

 • Time management
   > Face-to-face meetings
   > Providing enough attention to all 
    customers
   > Administrative work vs. customer 
    facing work

 • Prospecting /securing the sale

 • Manage existing relationships
   > Liase with internal departments
   > Value-add products/solutions

 • Internal/departmental 
  collaboration, transparency and 
  support

 • Di�erentiation amongst 
  competition

 • Data-driven change

 • Post-sale relationship building  

 • Unpredictable market and 
  uncertainty

 • Adding value and insight

VP of Sales/Head of Sales



t b i c o m . c o m

Chief Procurement O�cers (CPOs) play a large role in technology 
purchase decisions. A CPO’s mission is to ensure purchase decisions 
meet the organization’s needs, with cost savings and higher profit 
margins at the top of their mind. Using company revenue for purchases 
on behalf of internal departments, the CPO’s team is closely aligned 
with all silos of the business, playing a key role in the organization’s 
financial health.
 
With cost control and savings as top priorities, the CPO’s role in 
purchasing decisions includes: the evaluation and selection of vendors, 
in some cases contract negotiation, and ensuring the desired solution or 
product meets tboth compliance and corporate policies already in place. 
Procurement teams are highly skilled in keeping an eye on the fine print 
and maintaining consistency to streamline and establish repeat 
purchasing processes, in turn benefiting the company from cost savings 
and e�ciency perspectives. 
 
CIOs who realize the benefit of the CPO role oftentimes involve their 
team during the discovery and strategic planning phases. Debates 
around who makes the decisions, IT or procurement, is a common pain 
point within organizations, but ultimately it is important to have both 
departments at the table from the start. Both bring unique perspectives 
and are complementary; for example, procurement groups are skilled in 
sourcing while IT brings expertise in specifications and technical 
designs. An article from ComputerWorld on IT purchasing quoted Jim 
Jones, a managing director in KPMG's CIO Advisory Service network, “It 
doesn't much matter where IT purchasing decisions ultimately reside – 
the CIO, the CFO or the COO – as long as that collaboration and 
teamwork are in place. The model we've seen not work well is where IT 
tries to procure without procurement skills or procurement tries to 
procure without IT skills."
 

C HAL L ENG E S

 • Governance and risk mitigation

 • Management of stakeholders

 • Identifying and managing 
  suppliers

 • Reducing costs

 • Timing/delays and long process 
  cycles

 • Data quality

 • Compliance

 • Vendor diversity

Chief Procurement Officer 


